Hidden

pricehikes at the supermarket

Lack of competition
means
Gabriela Davidovich-

Weisberg
Many
complaints have
been voiced in recent years
in which suover
the way
permarket chains set and
change their prices.They
have been charged with mis-

by making
it hard to compare
prices,
while concealingpricehikes
or minimizing them.
leadingcustomers

As in many
other cases,
such tactics are not an Israeli invention, having started
longago in the United States.
new
study conducted by
Daniel Levy from the economics department at BarIlan University shows that
American
food retailers ofin what he says
ten engage
are
creepingpricehikes. By
raisingpricesin small increments over time, the increases tend to go unnoticed.
The study was
done in
collaboration with researchers
from various business
schools: Mark Bergen from
the Universityof Minnesota,
Haipeng Allan Chen from
Texas A&M
Universityand
Sourav Ray from McMaster

University.
These
investigatorsfollowed pricingpatterns at 93
large supermarkets belonging to the Dominick's chain,

database

chains
to

measure

can

raise priceswithout itbeingnoticed

the

frequency of pricechanges
relative to the magnitude of
change.In other words, they
measured
how
frequently
priceschanged by one cent,
two
cents,
etc. They subsequently separated price
increases from decreases,
relative to the magnitude
of the change. The findings
indicate that there are more
increases of 10 cents or less
than decreases.
In searching for an
explanation,the researchers
examined
the patterns of
change during periods of
low inflation. They reasoned
that during inflationary
pehikes were
inriods more
if inflaevitable. However,
tion were
the only driving
in
force for the asymmetry
price changes, this should
be reflected in large price
changes as well as in small
ones.
The results showed
that inflation accounted for
only half of the asymmetry
they discovered.
This finding was
borne
out by additional tests, ineluding using local market
pricingindices, an index of
productpricesand specific
index based on Dominick's
allowed
products. These
multiple comparisons and
accounted
for features like
delaysin supplies.
The
other half of the

founded in 1925 and operating in the Chicago area in
Illinois.Their study,carried
was
asymmetry
explained
out between
1989 and
,7991by what
the researchers
involved more
than 98 miltermed
"rational unawarelion weekly recordingsof the
ness." This describes shop000,81
items,
pricesof over
pers'behavior in which they
The
grouped in 27 categories.
knowingly ignore minute
were
categories
very diverse,
price increases. Retailers
are
aware
of this and utilize
including cereals, cookies
it to their advantage, raisand snacks, soft drinks, dairy
products,
cleaningmaterials,
ing pricesby tiny amounts
frozen foods, non-prescrip- in process which continues
in deflationary
tion drugs and more.
even
times.
The researchers
focused
further explanationlies
on
in the fact that customers
week-by-week pricefluetuations. They used their
notice big changes and are

unhappy when largeincreases happen more
frequently
than large decreases.
Retailers try to avoid shopper
dissatisfaction and employ
an
asymmetric
pricing
policyof small incremental
hikes that apparentlygo unnoticed, slippingunder customers' radar screens.
The researchers conclude
that customers
knowingly
ignorethese small changes,
thus avoiding the mental
effort required to register
and compare
prices. The
pricethey pay for this mental sloth is
creepingprice
inflation, which is often not
justified
by increased operational or productioncosts.
that this
Levy claims
study is relevant to Israel
since supermarket chains
in Israel employ the same
tactics in settingtheir prices.
"Since the local retail
is less competitive
market
here, compared to the U.S.,
the policyof creepingprice
hikes, even
when not justified by increased production
or operational
costs, may be

more

common

in Israel," he

says.

in Israpower in
settingpricesthan the ones

"Marketing chains

el have much

more

in the U.S., where over
for
chains compete
pers, with much lower

002,1

shopprofit
margins. Competition leads
to more
and lower
efficiency
production costs. In Israel,
less competitionleads to inwith no incentive
efficiency,
Into streamline operations.
into this
new
traducing
players
should be made easier,in
order to increase competition."
According to Levy, the
chains raise their pricesand
force reunhappy customers
tailers to try and hide this.
"The most common
way of
doing this is to disregard
the law regulatingthe price
displaysand to place different package sizes in different store locations, making
itharder for the customer
to
compare
prices.In the U.S.,
arena

pricesare alwaysadequately
but here you hear
displayed,
such as insufficient
time to label products."
excuses

